United recently Mudzhahidskie group Islamic Front: issued a statement which indicated that
secularism and democracy are contrary to Islam.
Great Islamic Front which consisted of groups such as Ahrar Sham, Sukur Sham, Liv out Tawhid,
Dzhayshul Islyam, Dzhabhat Al Islyamov Al Kurdia (Kurdistan Islamic Group), Liwa al Hak, Ansar
Sham, made a statement about how they see the future Syria
We give you the translation of the application group
foreword
1. Oznakomlenie with the Islamic Front
2. Tseli
3. Strategii
4. Our position.
5. Zaklyuchenie
With the name of Allah the Beneficent the Merciful !!!
Hold fast to the rope of Allah all together and be not divided. Remember the favor of Allah upon
you when you were enemies and He united your hearts so by His favor you became brethren. You
were on the edge of an abyss of Fire, and He saved you from it. Thus does Allah make clear to you
His signs - that you may follow the right way.
And also: Truly Allah loves when you are fighting as a single stena.Poslannik Sallallahu alayhi wa
sallam said: If the people of Sham will deteriorate in the rest there is no Good.
And it will be up to the day of judgment a group of my Ummah who will fight in Allah's way, and
she will win and it will not harm those who wish to do harm.
1.Oznakomlenie with the Islamic Front
Islamic Islamic Front is a military, social and political obedineniem.Tselyu which is to overthrow the
tyrannical regime of Assad and the construction of the Islamic State.
The first paragraph: intellectual predecessors.
Based on their thoughts Islamic Front sees the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad
(Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) .The main purpose of which is the establishment of Sharia and the
spread of Islam.
The second paragraph of independence:
Islamic Front is an independent form, arising on the land of Sham and not a product of foreign
countries.
The third paragraph structure:
A structured group whose aim is to unite the ranks Musulman.A as socio -political education which
aims to unite the diversity of views lyudey.Formirovanie new Syria into a single Islamic body.
Paragraph fourth size and Identity: The purpose of the group is to unite the diversity of views of
people by Islamic sources of knowledge, and the formation of the goals to which today tends
entire Islamic Ummah, but it all can be achieved only through universal efforts and associations, to
remove all obstacles standing on this ways to establish the Shariah. Group considers himself a
servant of the Islamic Ummah.
The Group does not see itself an absolute monopoly on claiming vlast.Na against the Group wishes
to thank all the groups who are trying sincerely to help and is willing to cooperate with all the best.
The fifth paragraph Membership and Compliance:
The devotees of the religion of Allah spoke on his way to commit jihad, reject injustice and tyranny
Muslims. They want to establish Sharia, proud to belong to the Islamic Ummah, the Islamic

Ummah pain is their pain, the goal of the Islamic Ummah is their purpose.
The sixth paragraph Place the Islamic Front in Syria Positions:
Children of the Islamic Front came to the defense of the oppressed and oppressor Assad
rezhimom.Im belong to the biggest victory occurred on Assad rezhimom.Oni are the children of the
Syrian people and the part of the people of Sham, they reflect the true goals and desires of the
Syrian naroda.Dlya paramount importance is to put the goals of the revolution a point on the
Safavid Assad rezhime.Ediny Islamic front is not a project of the elite, on the other hand it is the
aim of the entire Islamic Ummah.
2.Tseli
Seventh item Front Objectives:
1. Completely destroy the Assad regime, completely erase all traces and connections of this regime
and all of his followers to the root of Sirii.Zaschitit pritesnennyh.Vyyavit and subjected to trial all
involved, contributing to at least somehow in the crimes of the regime.
2.Konsolidirovat all Islamic groups into a single force and power and build a new society.
3.Sozdat independent state operates exclusively on the laws of Allah.
4.Sohranit Islamic identity and to build a united Islamic society.
5.Resursy and wealth spent on the basic needs of society, food, health, education.
6.Prinimat active participation in social development and progress, to prepare an active elite of the
society in various fields.
3.Strategiya Islamic Front
Eighth point: Do not accept Syria whose lands not foreign projects which introduce a split.
Ninth point: The international community has rejected the Syrian society is in need of assistance
while under the yoke of tyrannical regimes of Assad. Islamic Front does not expect someone not to
help and said that only we ourselves can take care of their Ummah about their Mujahideen, about
the security of its people, the preservation of the unity of nations and ranks of the Mujahideen,
about the safety of honor Musulman.Posle overthrow the regime considers the need to take an
active role in the construction of their own society without participation from well-wishers, they
have already shown their face then when Syrian society was exhausted by the oppressor.
Tenth point: To achieve the overthrow of a tyrannical regime Front is ready to resort to any
profitable this means except if they would lead to a distortion of the goals of the revolution, as
well as if the assistance provided to the outside will provide any particular purpose of third-party
states with the exception of simple human help. Front is refusing to participate in any political
processes contrary shariatu.Front refuses to participate in the creation of any legislation in
addition to the establishment of Allah's law, and to participate in any coalition of groups do not
think so zhe.Front be protected from all those who are forbidden by religion, those who argue that
Religion and politics separate from each other as well as from those who are trying to pursue a
policy without religion.
Eleventh paragraph: Links to other groups not included in Front.Na Currently our allies are all
groups seeking to overthrow the Assad regime.
Twelfth item: Syrian Muslims are part of the Islamic Ummah, Allah says in the Qur'an In the true
believers are brothers.
Thirteenth item: Problems of the Islamic Ummah is the problem of the Syrian people and the
Syrian people's problems are the problems of the Islamic Ummah.

Fourteenth place: Islamic Front is ready to maintain peaceful relations with other states do not
exhibit hostility.
4. Our attitude to dissent.
Fifteenth paragraph: Secularism is the separation of religion from life, is contrary to Islam at its
core.
Democracy and Parliament: The Islamic law belongs to Islam, what is permitted only Allahu.V
Shura (Council) enables joint discussion of national policies in the framework of Sharia.
Civil State. Enlisting the support and love of society by means of promising but achievable goals
yavlenie.Termin misleading and lost the true meaning.
Kurdish question in Syria Kurds sincere people who were driven out of Arab nationalism lies,
injustice and persecution by the regime. Deprived of elementary human and cultural rights. When
the revolution broke out Kurds took part in the battle against the Assad regime. Kurdish brothers
will receive all their rights under the Islamic pravleniem.Front rejects all projects related to racist
and nationalistic division of society.
Emigrants: Supporting and joined the jihad of our guests worthy of admiration and praise. On our
side, we must pay tribute and to assess their contribution to the proper level. Allah Almighty says,
"Reward good anything but good" is not it? Our responsibilities and achievements together.
Minorities: Syria holds a variety of ethnic and religious groups living side by side for centuries, their
rights will be protected by Sharia.
5.Zaklyuchenie
This agreement is a joint achievement usiliy.Na based on the Quran and Sunnah, we demolished
mark our position openly. All matches Quran and the Sunnah of our actions is from Allah, and
everything that does not match is our mistake. We thank everyone for corrections and nasyhu.
Allah Almighty says "Skazhi.Eto my way I call to Allah Using compelling dovody.I those who follow
my path do so zhe.Allah Glory from various nedostatkov.I I am not among the devotees partners to
Allah."
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